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L E T T E R  from the E D I T O R  
In my life, I have run my hands along a honey-gold bannister worn smooth from decades of such 
running. I have sat before the sheen of a piano. I have perched a small hawk made of ironwood in the 
centre of my palm—pitch dark, small feathers incised along its wings—and wondered at the making of 
it. I remember running my fingers across the tight grain of the wood as I clipped it onto my keyring, a 
memento of the American southwest whose deserts grow the ironwood trees. 
In my life, I have felt split and stacked firewood, had splinters slide into my skin. What of these? 
Unvarnished asks us to pause in the motion from hewn edges to years-old bannisters or to tiny birds, to 
the cavernous precision of a piano. It asks us to walk into the workshop of an artisan and look at what 
they are making, at how they have taken what could have just as easily been splintered, and known 
that the splinters were merely excess around good bones—bones whose painstaking discovery would be 
worth infinitely more than their destruction. And as we look, it asks us to consider why the artisan has 
kept those discovered bones in the workshop, for though the wood is raw, it has become something by 
the vision and hand of that artisan, and it is beautiful in what it is now. Unvarnished asks us to see this, 
and then to see beyond it into the beauty of what it is intended for, the beauty in the potential that it 
carries within itself as an unfinished work that has not only held art in its past, but that yet holds art 
in its future. 
Such are the works that this issue of Parnassus contains—that every journal of the arts contains. As art­
ists, the process of revision is never truly completed, and because of this, it takes great courage to show 
our work to the world when it is imperfect, when we could have used a stronger word here, darkened 
the shadows over there. And yet, it is good. And yet, the world needs it. 
So, to the artists: thank you for your bravery. Thank you for allowing us to curate your work, because 
while it is not complete, neither is anything, and what you have shared with us makes us better for 
having seen the world in the way that you have shown it to us. 
To my staff: your kindness and your honesty were the greatest comfort to me. I could not have under­
taken this project alone, and your continual willingness to speak into the weighty work that is the cre­
ation of Parnassus stood not only as a welcome for me into my unfamiliar role, but also as a commitment 
to honoring the artists and to making this journal as excellent as you knew how. 
To Dr. Housholder: in the midst of knowing how this process ought to go, you allowed me to learn. For 
your generosity, your vision, and your care for this endeavor and for me, I am grateful. 
To our readers: read well, and may you, like us, find yourself the better for having done so. 
—Grace Seeman 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Prospects 
Megan Alms 
Lost Things in Lethe It is a known fact 
Kendra Smalley That a11 the bobbY Pins in Your hand-
Lined up and shining new, 
Full of promise to keep your hair 
Neat and under control— 
Will all vanish in a few weeks, 
And you'll have to buy another pack 
Because they slipped down grates and 
Got kicked into corners and, 
Who knows, maybe 
Your scalp consumed them. 
And the lip balm you bought— 
Burt's Bees pink grapefruit— 
Will also evaporate into air, 
Transform back into floating pollen, 
Lost to you and your chapped lips, 
Caught only by fat stripes 
Of fuzzy bees. 
You misplaced your sunglasses and keyring, 
And you've lost your loose change— 
Not that anyone uses or appreciates 
Coins anymore— 
And your favourite pen has dematerialized. 
The scarf your grandmother knitted, 
Just for you, is 
U n r a v e l  i  n  g  ,  
But then again, so are your 
Memories of her. 
Pearls of wisdom 
Fade into dented marbles 
Rolling across hardwood to 
Hide under furniture 
Among dust bunnies and 
Bent bobby pins. 
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Not the Last to Fall 
Jon Kelley 
10 
black raspberry picking 
Sarah Davis 
Each year, around the time the summer sun has raised the 
corn to a sturdy height, the black raspberries ripen. This 
year, you notice them on July 4th. 
They peek out from the silver-white undersides of the 
leaves, dangling from the delicate arches of purple canes. 
More navy than a blackberry, smaller and rounder than a 
red raspberry, they form clusters of beads, like dark drops 
of blood after skin has been pricked, perhaps by a bri­
ar from those purple canes. The berries whose shine has 
dulled are a day too old for your plastic, quart-size yogurt 
container. You leave them for the birds. Those that are still 
more burgundy than purple, you leave for tomorrow. 
You are suited up in socks and hiking boots, the jeans and 
collared shirt from Goodwill that you save for painting, and 
a baseball cap. Your exposed hands have been painted with 
deet, as have your clothes, but the tinny hum and small, red 
welts already sprouting from your wrist tell you your efforts 
were in vain. As you wade into the brush as though invinci­
ble, you pray the ticks and thorns treat you like you are, even 
as tiny barbs snag at your shirt and knuckles. 
Yogurt bucket in hand, you bend under, lean over the 
canes in search of the ripe ones. You move your feet 
carefully for fear of smashing low-hanging berries. You 
lift damp, papery leaves and wince when they tear. Each 
time you straighten or squat or shift your weight from one 
foot to the other, you see more berries bearing the per­
fect soft, navy shine, always slightly out of reach. But color 
alone cannot decide which berries plunk into the bottom 
of your bucket. Those that want to go will fall into your 
gentle, grasping fingers, and you will cradle them in your 
palm, then straighten your stained hand to ease them into 
the bucket like you feed sugar cubes to a horse. Others 
will look ready but stubbornly resist your tugging and fall 
apart, half mangled on your fingertips, half looking like 
a dark, berry Pangea plastered on a pale globe. You must 
only take the ones that, when you stretch and strain your 
body to reach for them, come to you willingly. 
As you feel the sweat slick on your forehead under your 
baseball cap and the matching stripe down your spine, as 
you feel the pain of scratches hidden under purple stains, 
as mosquito bites multiply, and the fear of Lyme's disease 
crawls in the back of your mind, and perhaps along your 
waistband, you wonder why you do this. You wonder why 
you can't content yourself with cultivated fruits that grow 
in tidy, accessible rows. Your little yogurt tub of berries will 
not even make half a batch of jam. If your painstaking 
picking today is to amount to anything, you will have to 
wade into the brush again tomorrow. And the day after. 
And by that time, your first bucket might be blanketed in 
that soft, sickening fuzz that makes all your efforts futile. 
But you are stubborn, difficulty is a dare, and the wild con­
tortions of your limbs, the streams of sweat down your 
temples, the sting and scratch of bites and pricks speaks to 
something deep within you that your work is worthwhile. 
You search through the brush, not only for the dark tang 
of bead clusters breaking across your own tongue and 
staining your lips or the shadowy sweetness smeared across 
fresh bread. As you pick, you carry within your body the 
minds and mouths that will share in your hard-won gift, 
and you pray that they can taste your toil, that in each 
black raspberry popped into an open o of a mouth and 
burst into juice, another may partake of the sweetness and 
tang mingled with the salt of your blood and sweat, the 
bitterness of deet. 
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Snow Silhouette 
Joseph Ford 
Ode to Goldfish Hail, dearest and most delightful 
Kendra Smalley Snack-that-Smiles-Back, 
Who is baked with real cheese and 
Coloured by plant extract! 
Who is shaped like swimmers in the sea, 
Grins back at me, 
Crunches beneath my uneven teeth— 
I laud the sublimity of your 
Ability to draw from the deep and tight 
Fold of my mind those memories of 
Afternoon snacks following long days of 
Elementary school study and play. 
As you crinkle in my mouth, 
Salt on your baked-cracker skin 
Tingles across my tongue and brings me 
Back to black-and-white checked couch of 
Dubious '90s popularity and 
Boxy black TV playing the 
Clifford and CyberChase of my childhood. 
You are fish from a farm, 
Golden case of airy memory, 
Key to nostalgia and naivete. 
I now designate you 
Advocate of Adolescence, 
Yeoman Warder of Youth, 
Keeper-of-Kiddom— 
And, above all, 
Beholder of Hope and of Whole Grain. 
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Baby's Breath 
Bree Bailey 
14 
A Blue Tail 
Jaci Gorrell 
Macy's obsession with Starbucks began at the age of 
four—and not because we let her drink coffee too early. 
We were in the car on our way to drop her off with my 
parents in Grand Rapids. Karen was thirty-two weeks 
pregnant at the time, and after a difficult pregnancy we 
were desperate for a peaceful weekend before the baby 
came. 
Macy was consumed with the car video player, watching 
Moana for the three hundred and forty-seventh time. A pair 
of black headphones twice the size of her head unsuccess­
fully quelled the nest of blonde curls around her ears. Her 
leg bounced against her car seat, likely in tune with a quip-
py song and dance sequence. 
Karen and I enjoyed the drone of the highway and a 
rare moment of silence, until a shriek pierced the air 
from the backseat. 
"Daddy! Daddy, it's a mermaid!" 
I glanced in the rearview mirror to see Macy's green 
eyes wide with anticipation. As a seasoned viewer, I 
didn't remember any mermaids in Moana. She pointed 
out the window, her tiny finger smudging the glass. I 
looked over in time to catch the Starbucks insignia amid 
the strip mall signs as it whizzed by. Karen saw it too 
and chuckled a bit. She quickly followed with a look I 
knew too well. 
I had this thing for feeding Macy's imagination. I'd con­
vinced her last year there was an elf living in our fire­
place who cleaned our house at night. Karen thought it 
irresponsible, but I couldn't get enough. 
Karen could see the wheels turning in my head and 
tried to stop me. She opened her mouth and blurted, 
"Honey, that's—" 
"Mermaidland!" I chimed. Karen rolled her eyes at me, 
a smile tugging at the corner of her lips. 
I watched Macy's jaw drop in the rearview mirror. And 
thus, Mermaidland was born. 
Over the next three weeks, I crafted a wild fagade for 
Starbucks. I told Macy people visit the mermaid for 
magical drinks that make them happy—which, while 
untrue, was not wholly untrue. She begged to know 
where the mermaid lived, so I told her she worked the 
kitchen in the back. After Macy told all her friends 
there was a real mermaid working at a shop in town, 
Karen made me tell Macy the mermaid wasn't really 
there. I'd spun a new story about how the mermaid lives 
on another planet where we couldn't see her, but she 
brought her magical drinks to earth. 
It was only a matter of time until I brought her to Mer­
maidland. Karen and her mother were out shopping for 
the baby, so I had a few hours alone with Macy. I made 
a spectacle of it, blindfolding her with a fuzzy yellow 
scarf after I buckled her car seat straps and telling her 
we were going on an adventure. She spent the car ride 
peppering me with questions about our destination. 
I pulled into a parking spot with a clear view of the 
Starbucks sign and told her to take off the blindfold. I'm 
pretty sure everyone inside the shop heard her squeal. 
She pounded across the parking lot as soon as I unbuck-
led her, her blonde curls a whirlwind around her head. 
She stood bouncing at the heavy door, waiting for me 
to help her open it. I'll never forget her reaction as I 
pushed the door. The lighted wall of mugs and mer­
chandise lay before us, and she walked to it slowly, as 
if enchanted. 
She pointed to a mug with vine of flowers that wrapped 
around its circumference. 
"Can I hold it, Daddy?" 
I grabbed the mug from the shelf and squatted next 
to her. 
"Only if you're very gentle. The mermaid makes these 
mugs out of her favorite ocean shells, and if this broke 
she would be very sad." I've never seen her cradle some­
thing so genfly—not even her favorite doll. She traced 
her finger along the vines with reverence. 
"Can I get this for my sister?" 
I chuckled. "You sister won't be able to hold this for 
a while. Why don't we save it for when we bring her 
to Mermaidland?" 
Macy nodded solemnly, and continued her mug 
wall inspection. 
In truth, the whole display was a fine china shop to 
her. We'd vacationed in Disney World the summer 
before, and not even the fireworks show over the 
Magic Castle had invoked as much awe as the Star­
bucks mug display. I couldn't get her to pay attention 
to an episode of Blue's Clues for more than fifteen 
minutes, but it took me thirty minutes to convince 
her we should move on and order a drink. 
When we got to the front of the line I hoisted Macy to 
my hip. 
"One magical cloud in a cup please!" 
The teenager behind the register blinked at me, while 
Macy's face lit up. 
"A cloud! A real cloud?" She bounced on my hip 
with joy. 
The worker's brow furrowed. I leaned over and whis­
pered "tall vanilla bean Frappuccino" while Macy cele­
brated, and he tapped his console expressionlessly. 
"Can I have a name for your order?" His sharpie was 
poised above a plastic cup. 
Macy leaned toward him and replied, "Macy Rose 
Martin," and spelled it letter by letter for him. A rare 
correct spelling for Mermaidland, but she had no idea. 
We sat across from each other on modern green up­
holstered chairs. Macy was silent, taking in the shop. 
When the dazed worker called her name, her eyes lit up. 
I grabbed the cup and presented it to her. 
"Wow, Daddy! This is a pretty cloud." Her small hands 
barely reached around the cup as she turned it to ad­
mire the whipped cream swirl. 
"Take a sip, sweetie." I gestured to the green straw. 
Two cheek dimples surfaced as she sucked her "cloud" 
through the straw. After a long sip, she looked up at 
me with the biggest smile. I knew, in that moment, this 
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would be a special place. Sure, the sugar would keep 
her up too late, but that look was worth it. 
If I had known then what I know now, I would have 
taken a picture of that moment. Perhaps lingered a lit­
tle longer in her innocent joy. She was the light before 
the darkness. 
It was a Tuesday morning when Karen called me at 
work. Her voice wavered as she told me she hadn't felt 
the baby move in a while and she was heading to the 
hospital. A cloud of fog swirled in my head as I called 
my parents to come take care of Macy. My stomach 
roiled the whole thirty minutes to the hospital. Karen 
was thirty-five weeks pregnant. 
It was over faster than I could process in my hazed state. 
The pang of loss, the delivery that didn't end with a baby's 
cry, the decisions we never thought we'd make. By the time 
we made it back home, the fog in my brain had grown to an 
opaque, empty white. 
People told us a lot of things, but mostly that we needed 
time to process. What was that supposed to mean? What 
magic meditation would help my human brain reconcile 
the loss of something so precious and innocent? I'd nod 
and accept their potato casserole and shut the door a tit­
tle too quickly. 
Macy knew something was wrong, but neither of us knew 
how to tell her. She could barely comprehend how to use 
silverware, but death? It was unfathomable. Even still, I told 
Karen I'd handle it. There was so tittle I could do. 
I spent days chewing on the right words. "Passed?" 
"Gone?" By then we knew it was antiphospholipid syn­
drome that had planted the blood clot in Karen's um­
bilical cord, but even I struggled to find meaning in the 
diagnosis. I decided to do the only thing I knew. 
Macy was quiet during the car ride. I tried my hand 
at processing again—only I processed tike a blender 
chewing on rocks. We pulled into the Starbucks park­
ing lot, and I wondered if I was the rocks or the blend­
er in this situation. 
We ordered our drinks—a cloud for Macy and a black 
coffee for me—without a stop at the ceramic menagerie. 
When I handed the Frappuccino to Macy she stared at 
it plaintively, dipping her finger in the whipped cream. 
I sunk into the chair across from her with a sigh that 
attracted more than one sidelong glance, and downed a 
swig of my coffee. 
"Do you know why Mommy and I have been sad?" A 
focus appeared in her eyes. She shook her head and 
hugged the Frappuccino closer to her chest. 
All I had to do was say it, but I couldn't. Everything I'd 
practiced and planned drained from my mind, leaving 
me mourning the loss of our innocent unborn daugh­
ter and trying to preserve the innocence of the angel 
before me. 
I imagined the conversation with Karen. Macy's not 
ready. Fet's wait a little longer. She'd be disappointed 
in me. The anger and confusion I felt was nothing com­
pared to the utter loss she felt. All I could do was this 
one thing, and I couldn't even get that right. 
"Daddy?" Macy stared up at me. 
I let out a weary breath and looked away. 
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"Macy, your baby sister isn't in Mommy's tummy any­
more." I recognized the edge in my voice as the words 
hung in the air. She'd be scared. I was messing this up. 
I swallowed another bitter swig of coffee and heard a 
small voice from behind the cup. 
"Where is she?" The injustice of her innocent face tore 
me to pieces. I grappled for words, but came up only 
with the black emptiness that perpetrated my brain. 
"She's..." I looked out the window and swiped a hand 
across my face, the Starbucks sign that began it all in 
clear view. Clarity. I expelled another anxious breath. 
"Do you remember when I told you that the Mermaid 
doesn't live here?" A faint smile tugged on Macy's lips. 
"Yeah. She lives on her own planet with all the other 
mermaids." She stole a glance at the green insignia on 
her cup, as if for affirmation. 
"Your sister is with the mermaids now." I held my 
breath, willing her to understand at some level the met­
aphor I couldn't comprehend myself. She was silent for 
a long while. 
"I bet she likes being a mermaid." 
cloudless blue. My mind was consumed only with a re­
curring image. A mermaid. She was unencumbered in 
the endless ocean, hair floating like a wreath around her 
head. There was peace in her eyes. 
As the highway stretched on, Macy's head lolled against 
the car seat restraint. I envied her sleep. We were nearly 
home when I heard her call from the back seat. 
"Daddy?" Her eyes were still heavy. 
"Yeah, Mace?" 
"What color is her tail?" 
Somehow I knew exactly what she meant. Before me, the 
sky blazed cerulean as clear as the sea. It's funny what 
clarity looks like in the midst of an impenetrable fog. 
"It's blue." 
Macy yawned and snuggled back into the car seat headrest 
"I love blue." 
As I drove Macy home, she cradled her half-melt­
ed Frappuccino in her arms. The sky was a brilliant, 
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pendulum 
Rinnah Shaw 
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Chicago Skyline from over Lake Michigan 
Jon Kelley 
20 
Dinosaurs Are Blue 
Kyrie Lewis 
Dinosaurs. 
Are they real? 
I had a dream about 
dinosaurs. They climbed 
up the buildings 
and made milkshakes 
out of the 
m o u n t a i n s .  
One had a red truck 
sticking out of it like 
it was a cherry. My 
mother was confused. 
Do dinosaurs have moms? 
Do chickens have 
ancestors? In that case, why do 
we ask if dinosaurs exist? Sometimes 
there are simple answers. What about the 
ark? Did Moses feed a dinosaur his 
break- fast? Wait, was that Noah? Moses 
probably didn't even dream about 
dinosaurs. Who said that dinosaurs were 
usually red or brown? Couldn't 
they be blue? I mean how 
many blue 
creatures do you 
see every day ? Just 
like the 
dino sa urs. 
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A Son 
Jon Meharg 
Keep off the Grass! 
Jimmy Schantz 
Def. "grass-walker" n. Someone who deliberately chooses 
to walk on the grass when a path is readily available and 
at his or her disposal 
Along with Stonehenge, the lost city of Atlantis, and Nes-
sie, there is the great mystery of why people make such 
a big fuss over grass, and particularly, walking on it. It is 
possible that I could be bitter after years of meticulous­
ly cutting and then cross-cutting the lawn every Satur­
day morning for as long as I can remember, but I still 
simply do not understand what all the hullabaloo over a 
well-manicured lawn is. And, once a lawn is trimmed up 
to perfection, we cannot walk on it and enjoy its soft and 
gentle splendor, but instead we are only to observe what 
is, in essence, odd vegetal. But for some mysterious reason 
this legion of tiny green plants is worth fighting for, and 
people go to great lengths to protect it. 
After looking into the matter further, I am led to believe 
that the anti-grass-treading movement was spawned 
sometime shortly after the invention of the floor. Before 
floors there was not a mother to be found who cared 
about what a child tracked into the hut because the en­
tire base of the structure was just a large compilation of 
tracked-in stuff anyway. Shortly after they were invented, 
however, people began to find that floors were susceptible 
to getting dirty. They found that the grass was the culprit, 
so the stone and later the concrete path were established. 
But they soon found that a nice stone path looked horribly 
out of place sitting right in between tall, disheveled, uncut 
grass; so, people began to cut the grass in order to match 
the walkways. 
For years grass-walkers, lawn-strollers, and yard-treaders 
alike have been negatively stigmatized and scrutinized. 
Take the poor Arawak people for example. Columbus 
landed on shore, saw these people walking on the grass 
(barefoot no less), and immediately tried to enslave them. 
The hippies were also notorious for walking on the grass 
(as well as smoking it), and look how that movement is 
viewed today in proper circles. We view this action so dis­
tastefully that even when an impassioned fan tries running 
out onto the field at a sporting event, the TV cameras al­
ways turn away. I suppose this is because they don't want 
innocent children at home to be influenced by watching 
the objectionable behavior of a fervent grass-walker. 
I theorize that humans have gone too far in order to avoid 
being called or even associated with those who lay even 
a toe in the grass. What really is the motive behind the 
obsession with lawn care? Surely it's not just the desire to 
make it "look good." No, there is a much deeper psycho­
logical explanation hiding behind the curtain. People have 
become terrified of being associated with grass-walkers 
and so in order to never be confused with one, they keep 
their lawns as prim and proper as possible. 
History would tell us that this fear, more often than 
not, turns to hate. People who fear those who walk on 
the grass, or even fear that they themselves might be 
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grass-walkers deep down, are inclined to act hatefully. 
My neighbor growing up, Mr. Simon, is a good example 
of this kind of person and is what experts like to call a 
"fescuphobe." I remember his scolding me on a regular 
basis for cutting across his lawn on my way home from 
school. However, one could assume from the occasional 
fresh grass-clippings on his shoes that he very well might 
have been a closet grass-walker himself. The more passive 
of these people simply put up a fence in order to keep 
the grass-walkers out, but it is not uncommon in this day 
and age to see someone, filled to the brim with hate, post 
a sign in his front yard with red lettering stating: "Keep 
Off the Grass!" 
This is why I have great respect for societies that have, 
quite literally, gone back to their roots. In these places it is 
common to see yards full of "natural grass." Here, there 
is no boy who toils laboriously behind a push-mower, and 
people are free to walk wherever they please without hav­
ing to risk judgment or hurt feelings. Here people walk 
hand in hand, sometimes even with one person on the 
path while the other strolls through the dewy grass. 
Of course, what I have just written is my own speculation. 
Why people fuss over staying off grass still remains an un­
solved mystery which I may never totally understand. Per­
sonally, I call for a world where anyone, regardless of age, 
sex, race, or ethnicity can walk up to the finest country 
club, untie his or her sneakers, and walk barefoot through 
the pristine, green grass and not be judged or chased 
away. Grass is a wonderful thing, "God's carpet," as some 
radicals say, and I long for the day when the little signs 
with the red letters are only remembered as horror stories 
that were created to scare little children. 
False Summit 
Tim Hudson 
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cormorant the sea moves slowly, 
Sarah Davis with effort, 
each inhale grates with the 
gurgle of roiling pebbles 
and before the wave-breath comes fully in, 
it is pushed out with a shudder; 
inhale & exhale slosh together, 
foam fizzes in the cave, 
creeps down the rocks. 
at the cove's mouth, a single 
bird slices the surface to eat a 
silver fish, fish swallowed, his 
dark neck with the pale ring 
arches sleek serpentine 
& is erased beneath the 
waves, a sea dragon 
slipping his many coils 
beyond sight, he reappears 
farther out, dives again-
sudden, inevitable, a dark, 
shining arc of strength sliding 
into dappled silver. 
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Fresh Noodle 
Joseph Ford 
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Aisle of the Blessed 
Mark Burnett 
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Would You Be London 
Hope Bolinger 
Would you be London, my love? 
With face slaked in sweet 
Rain and breath a slight January 
Breeze, still breathes green 
The sidewalk moss. 
Would you be Paul? 
His crown crackled in gold 
And goodness and grandeur 
And music that swells 
From the ancient organ. 
And were you to be Sir Kensington, 
All blushing in jade, 
Where fairies and pans and princesses 
Meet for morning jogs on pathways that twist 
Like gnarled, knotted trees. 
But you are not London— 
A Cleveland at best— 
Whose rain tastes like sewage 
Whose young hairs harshen to lead and whose 
Arms and legs cradle gravestones. 
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Our City 
Megan Alms 
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Tumult 
Mark Burnett 
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Abnormal 
Alexis Harris 
You will like to be at amusement parks when you have 
chronic migraines. The lights are slightly fuzzy from ver­
tigo, and your head feels detached like the carnies' dilut­
ed smiles. Rides whirl in stampeding, slow motion strokes 
before speeding up with colorful, nauseating vigor. As 
your skin pales, you will blend into the noise of yelling 
booth tenders and cement sidewalks. The heat that ra­
diates in the burning summer air makes the relentless 
beads of sweat look natural. Nobody can tell your body 
has given up on you that day. And, for once, you forget 
that your brain is different than everyone else's. 
If your brain gives up for no reason, you tend to turn 
to Google, and that takes you into a dark hole called 
WebMD. You will be told you have brain cancer-or a 
select few comments will say there's an extraterrestrial 
being living inside of you. For a while, you will believe 
WebMD because you are seventeen and, shocker, you 
haven't earned a PhD yet. Some days you get reward­
ed. The pain may lessen enough for you to notice that 
the carpet feels soft and comforting against your feet 
as you walk to the bathroom so you have a better place 
to throw up. On those days, you will make your friends 
laugh again and not just sit in the background of con­
versations. Laughing, you will believe you are getting 
better because, despite the fact that you claim to be a 
pessimist, you're an optimist. 
But then you walk into the cafeteria. The lights are a 
white florescent that doesn't compliment any complex­
ion, and the uproar of almost seven hundred yippy teen­
agers that could drive even Elmo into insanity. The little 
miracle called relief will suddenly be overpowered by 
your close friend who goes by the name "overstimula­
tion." Wondering why your head suddenly feels so heavy, 
you will walk arm in arm to get your food. Without re­
alizing it, you will start to lean your head to the side, as 
if it's weighted disproportionally. Strangers will see a 
pained look delicately laying itself across your face. 
'Axe you okay?" they'll ask. 
Despising their pity, you straighten your neck, "Yeah, 
I'm good." 
Their concern will make you uncomfortable, so you 
quickly grab food you don't want and pivot, a little too 
quickly, to get back to your oblivious friends. As the 
sounds mix with the direction of airflow in the cafeteria, 
the tingles of pain will start to piece themselves together 
as if to say, "Hey, we back!" and you give a sarcastic wave 
of perpetual discomfort before wanting the comfort of 
your bed. For the rest of lunch, you'll try to act like your­
self, but your quirks are off. At times, punching people 
seems like a good way to argue. You deduce violence is 
not the answer to the tater tot debate. This is when you 
realize you need to see a doctor. 
So, plot twist, you seek help. Your regular family doctor 
looks at you with pitiful concern and suggests getting an 
MRI. You listen because your head is not a long-term 
hotel for the little alien who needs to get the hell out. A 
week later you arrive at an MRI clinic, and the nurse's 
name is Nancy. Nurse Nancy is kind but obviously hates 
her job. This makes sense because to get your brain 
scanned you are put into an obscenely large pizza oven 
tube which causes most people to spiral into claustropho­
bia. The bummer for you is you don't even go all the way 
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in the pizza oven. Only your head resting on a fluffy pil­
low in between heavy bars goes in the machine, and they 
tell you not to move or you will die. It's like a roller-coast­
er ride except you can't scream, so it's actually nothing 
like a roller-coaster ride. When Nurse Nancy starts the 
pizza oven, it makes a large clanking noise. You will tell 
Nancy you think the fancy machine is broken because 
violent clanking means broken. Joke's on you though, 
you're wrong. The fancy machine insurance doesn't love 
covering is actually supposed to sound broken. You will 
then spend the next twenty minutes debating whether 
Nancy is lying to you or if medical engineers are just re­
ally dumb. You hope she is simply lying. When the MRI 
ends, Nancy comes in and stands over you, her hair-
sprayed perm not budging as she does. She asks how you 
are. You say good because you know she wants a stock 
answer. In actuality you just want the results and some 
fresh air... maybe even a slice of pizza. 
After sitting in the waiting room for an eternal fifteen 
minutes, Nancy will come out with a large envelope full 
of scans to give to your doctor. You don't have a brain 
doctor, so she suggests a good neurosurgeon. This will 
make your mom nervous. This will secretly make you wet 
yourself. Nurse Nancy will tell you there was an abnor­
mality on your scan but then walk away. 
You will be left in a weird void of questions, the first 
being, "What the F, Nancy?" because you do not tell 
an anxious child, who wants to pee, that her brain 
is abnormal and then walk away. You will suddenly 
wonder if you are being pranked, but you are not be­
ing pranked. This is real life. You know because you 
pinched yourself. 
So, you try to stay calm, and you call the Fort Wayne 
Neurological Center while you drive home. Mom ten­
tatively rubs her fingers across the smooth rubber of the 
dulled grey steering wheel. Her thoughts come out rapid 
fire and you won't truly listen to any of them. 
"Maybe the Nurse was wrong and everything is fine... or 
it's just very slight. A lot of people probably have brain 
issues. There are billions of people on the earth." She'll 
nod to herself, thick curled black hair bouncing slightly 
as she presses her thin lips tightly together. 
Smiling cautiously, you dial the phone number. "Maybe." 
As you sit in the passenger seat of the black Jeep Cher­
okee, you'll rub the rough speckled grey upholstery and 
hope the feeling will ground you. You hope it will take 
you out of your head but instead you set a large banquet 
in your head. All of the guests seem to say the same four 
words. There was an abnormality. There was an abnormality. 
There was an abnormality. There was an abnormality. Those 
words will stay in your head for the rest of your life. 
Neurosurgeons have awkwardly complicated names. 
While you wait in the drab lobby of Fort Wayne Neu­
rology, you will read through every name and wonder 
why you have the only doctor with a remotely normal 
name. Her name is Doctor Haller, not Ha-ller but HAH-
LLER. The nurse will call you back and show you into 
a room that has brain posters all over the walls and sev­
enties inspired chairs that are rough and uncomfortable. 
The words keep playing in your head. There was an ab­
normality. You have an abnormality. Dr. Haller will walk 
into the room, and she will look normal. Her thin astute 
face and shoulder length brown hair makes her seem ap­
proachable, but then she speaks. 
"You have a Chiari Brain Malformation. Level 2." 
You will blurt out, "I am good." 
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"Well... Awesome." Dr. Haller smiles. 
Your face will light up in red incrimination. "How are you?" 
"Doing good," she will respond. 
You may feel like puking. 
After you get over the awkward introduction, you'll 
promptly look embarrassed because you have no idea 
what Chiari Brain Malformations are. It kind of sounds 
like an exotic food platter, but it's your brain. Dr. Haller 
will smile and explain that your brain stem is too far up 
into your brain and that a back portion of your brain 
hangs through the brain stem opening because of this. 
You think you understand. Your Mom has a lot of ques­
tions. Dr. Haller will begin to look slighdy annoyed. You 
will be slightly annoyed, but you won't know why. While 
they debate, your eyes will wander to a ceramic brain 
model cut in half on the laminate blue counter tops 
across the room. The brain looks normal but yours is 
not. There is a malformation. 
Eventually nobody will have any more questions. Dr. 
Haller says surgery isn't necessary right now but maybe 
in the future. She says it like you just hit the lottery, and 
you don't understand why. She will tell you to just take 
these pills. All will be better. 
The pain doesn't get better, but simply plateaus. 
So, the fog ensues. Moments of spacing out and dazed 
looks. Your teachers ask your opinion on the Moby Dick 
reading, but you didn't do it because the words were 
floating and this wasn't as fun as Harry Potter. Your 
movements become mechanical, days swirling past in 
forgettable blurs. Most days you wish you could have sur­
gery. Eventually, you try to stop caring and normalize the 
pain. And you do. It becomes a part of you. You think of 
yourself as the girl with a brain malformation. You take 
your medications, and you live in the haze. Your Mom 
says you aren't yourself anymore, but you tell her you 
don't know what she's talking about. 
You don't believe yourself. 
But there are still days of agony, and there are days when 
the lingering pressure and fullness subsides, slightly, for 
moments that feel like miracles. You are sure God exists, 
but then it hurts again... so you lie down in your pink 
sheets and wonder why this color annoys you so much. 
You get angry at your own brain and smack your head, 
as if you can beat the pain away. You try not to cry but at 
the point of hopelessness, tears streak your face with thin 
red incriminating lines. It becomes all too much, and you 
yell at the people who care about you. For six months you 
live without feeling relief. Miracles become tormenting 
days. You wonder when the pain will come back. After 
all this time, you still don't truly understand this pain, so 
you lay down and hope sleeping will help. 
It doesn't. 
For the next year, you experiment with diets and medi­
cation changes. They tell you your condition may have 
been misdiagnosed. You don't understand how they can 
misdiagnose an obvious malformation. They say muscle 
tension headaches may be the cause and not to stress. 
This makes you more stressed about trying not to stress. 
You will not find relief in the muscle relaxers or the new 
non-FDA approved preventative. You slowly learn to 
live with the pain, and you will accept what comes with 
it. There are days when you lie in bed and don't move 
because you can't. 
But there are days when you do get up. Despite the pain. 
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You go to golf practice and don't remember playing in 
tournaments. The fog will consume you at times, but you 
will not pause for your broken brain. You feel less-than 
because of your dizzy spells and moments of painful 
weakness. You won't lie down. You swing a golf club 
until, by some miracle, you get a college offer. You try 
your best to keep your grades up and listen in classes. 
You graduate from high school, but you do not remem­
ber the ceremony well. You start college and golf, you 
quickly realize you cannot keep up. You tell your coach 
what is wrong, and he supports you. You will still feel 
guilty. You think about your future, the future that cer­
tainly does not have a 'cure' in the picture. You hang 
out with your friends despite feeling ill because you 
don't want to miss out on another moment; because 
you don't want this to beat you down, not again. 
To your surprise, you will find relief at an amusement park. 
In the flashing lights, screams, roars of metal structures, 
and random songs you will feel normal. Your head will 
hurt...but so will many others. You will see people 
throwing up in trashcans from dizziness, and you know 
you are not the only one. You will be overstimulated 
to the point of delusion. Instead of your brain being 
wrongfully dizzy, it is rightfully in this state of discom-
bobulation. For once you are not your condition. You 
are not the misdiagnosis and the medications. You don't 
worry about feeling safe and 'good.' No, you just walk, 
laughing with your friends. That day and that day only, 
you will love your condition because you don't have a 
condition. Your symptoms are the symptoms of hun­
dreds of other nauseated roller coaster riders. The four 
words that are embedded in your brain simply subside 
and you let it hurt. 
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hundred eighty-nine I want to wield words well 
Megan Herrema capture the elusive things and 
hold them long enough for them to 
flit their colors once, then fly away 
cradle them gently in my hands, 
on my fingers, tickling my skin with 
faint fuzzy delicacy and soft tufts of air 
let them nestle in the hollow of my palm 
like cool stones, solid weights worn smooth 
as fingers flip their oblong forms in fluid motion 
instead, I mangle 
meaning 
jumble 
bumbled 
mumblings 
and wrangle rhetoric 
dropping 
adjectives 
and 
articles 
and other 
parts of speech 
no, 
sprinkling 
adjectives 
and 
articles 
and 
other 
parts of 
speech 
in some form of garish garnishment 
maybe someday, I'll understand 
how to mold content and form 
and spin spiral structures to uphold meaning 
for now, then, I'll keep flinging phrases 
persistence is the key—I think 
and perhaps, 
after a thousand tries or so, 
my verse will only faintly stink 

The Game 
Emily Pawlowski 
Kay felt a drop of sweat drag its way down the side of her 
face. The sun had long since burned away the fog of the 
morning, and now she stood at attention below it, slow­
ly cooking in her helmet. She eyed the pitcher uneasily, 
twisting the bat in her hands. She shifted her stance. The 
pitcher stepped forward, swung her arm, and threw— 
The pitch of the ship nearly knocked Devin off balance. He hurtled 
down the hall as alarms blared. "Katrina! Code Ember!" They had 
known holding such a close orbit to the sun was dangerous, but he 
hadn't expected an emergency so early in the mission. "How'd we 
take the hit?" 
Katrina looked back at him, furrowed brows spelling trouble. "One 
of the panels cracked. You're going to have to get out there and fix it 
before the next flare. I'll run controls here, but you have to hurry. I 
don't think the ship can take another—" 
Hit the ball the hardest she ever had! Kay watched it fly 
for half a second, dropped the bat, and began sprinting. 
The outfielder missed the ball, and by the time she picked 
it up Kay was already at— 
First, he checked each of the vitals. Even during an emergency there 
were strict guidelines to follow. He rushed through as best he could. 
Airtight seal? Check. Proper took? Check. He took a deep breath and 
pressed the release. Another flare could hit at any— 
the yelling of the crowd as the batter tossed her own bat 
and ran for first. Kay could see the shortstop turning to 
throw, but she was already sliding into safety. She turned 
and scanned the crowd for her mom, shooting her a grin. 
Only two bases to— 
"Go!" Devinyelled over the speakers. He'd replaced the panel, and just 
in time too. He could see the surface far below him bubbling up, clearly 
growing brighter even through his heavily shaded helmet. He began 
tugging himself back toward the door, hand over hand along his tether. 
Just afew more feet now. Another second and he would be— 
"Safe!" the ump shouted, motioning to the girl who had 
just stumbled over home plate. Kay bounced on third, 
anxiously watching the pitcher. This was her chance. 
She'd had a bad season, but this was it, her big moment 
of redemption. If the batter hit just right, the plate would 
be wide— 
"Open the doors," said Devin. "I'm ready. The panel should hold 
now." He floated outside the door, but there was no answer from 
within the ship. The doors remained closed. "Katrina?" 
"Devin. "Her voice wavered a bit. He'd never heard her hesitate like 
that before. "Devin, the ship won't respond. You must have jostled 
the wiring. I'll try and open the doors manually, but I don't know if 
I have enough—" 
"Second! Get to second!" Kay's mother's voice rose above Time slowed to a crawl as the ball left the pitcher's hand. 
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It floated toward the batter, who swung at it as if she had 
all the time in the— 
World far below him. Devin savored for a moment the sparkling 
seas and green continents. This was it. A whole career of successful 
missions and his firstfailure would kill him. He would never see his 
wife or daughter again. He turned away from his home, facing the 
yellow heat of the sun that began to— 
Rise through the air. The whole field fell quiet for a mo­
ment. All eyes watched the ball's ascent. Bases were load­
ed. This could win the game. It hung for a moment, and 
then began to fall. Kay snapped her eyes away from the 
ball and she was running again. The world was in motion 
around her, but she was focused now. Her eyes were only 
set on— 
Home. Goodbye family. Goodbye darling. Goodbye Kay. Devin closed 
his eyes. The heat rose and engulfed him all at once, and then it was— 
Over. The Fort Worth Phoenixes had won their first game 
of the season! Kay was on top of the world. She sipped 
her celebratory slushie and cheerfully tossed her bag into 
the back of her mom's van. "Can we call Dad when we 
get home? He's going to be so excited!" 
Kay's mother smiled. "Of course! I bet this will be the 
most exciting part of his day." 
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Hills and Valleys 
Autumn Dominique 
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Ghost Flowers 
Sarah Gorman 
Four, five, six, eight, three, three, nine. Ten, six, five, four, 
eight, eleven, five... 
Zero. 
Elaine stopped, her green pen hovering over a half-com­
pleted inventory list. Her gray eyebrows knitted as she 
glanced from the numbers on the page to the empty plot 
of dirt before her. 
"Well, that won't do," she murmured as she marked a soft 
"X" in the beautyberry's blossom count, moving onto the 
sunflowers. They stood in full bloom, stretching for the 
morning sky with their fuzzy stems swaying in the breeze. 
As Elaine approached, they switched directions as if on in­
stinct, leaning their large petals toward her flowery apron. 
Elaine smiled at their recognition. She gave a twirl and 
her apron whisked around her. The sunflowers followed 
her movement as quickly as their round heads could move. 
Like cats, Elaine mused as she gave each flower an affec­
tionate pet before moving to the next plot. 
She made her way through the entire greenhouse, enjoy­
ing the autumn air. The spirit of the garden buzzed at her 
presence, the breeze changing its course with every turn of 
her squeaky old garden shoes. 
"The Garden Witch." That's what the locals called her. 
"Enchantress" amongst the younglings, and sometimes 
"The Greenhouse Mystic" by the travel magazines. The 
last one was a personal favorite of Elaine's, but she was 
no mystic, no witch. She didn't know any magic, and no 
spellbook had ever touched her worn fingers. In fact, she'd 
never even learned how to garden. 
Ned, her husband, had been the gardener. He'd had a 
green thumb, and he'd had it from day one. Elaine had 
always joked he was born with a trowel in his hand, and 
no man could deny that he'd been a master with it. While 
Mrs. Brown down the street had wailed about her failed 
geraniums, Ned's hydrangeas had been in full bloom, 
sprucing up the driveway with their bright colors and 
healthy petals. Peppers, tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots, 
watermelon—if Elaine named it, Ned could grow it. His 
ability had been nothing short of magical and losing him 
had shattered her. 
Elaine hiked to the park bench where they'd met every day, 
although she'd yet to go today. The afternoon stretched 
on, the sunlight transitioning from yellow to red as the sun 
sank toward the horizon. The shadows grew, the breeze 
blew stronger, and the night grew closer. She still held off. 
Something wasn't right, and she could feel it in the very 
core of her being. Every soil plot was filled... 
Every plot except plot 44, where the beautyberry was sup­
posed to grow. It remained empty, the soil healthy, but not 
a stem nor a bulb to be seen. The small "X" on Elaine's 
inventory list seemed to burn a hole in her apron pocket, 
and a small panic pulsed in her heart. 
No plant had failed to grow in her garden in more than 
fifteen years. In the first year following Ned's death, the 
garden—smaller then—had suffered from Elaine's ne­
glect and grief. Without Ned to tend to it, the flowers had 
wilted and the soil had become hard. By the next season, 
the perennials didn't pop up. For Elaine, it had been the 
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final nail in the coffin—both hers and Ned's. Without 
him, she was a lost soul. The empty halls of their house 
haunted her, all food tasted bland, and even her favorite 
books brought her no joy. She'd wilted away, just like the 
flowers in the garden. 
Then, one quiet, autumn day, Elaine had spread the draw­
ing room curtains to be greeted by large clumps of sedum 
blossoms—bright, fluorescent pink petals with an array 
of butterflies billowing around them. Ned's garden had 
sprung up again, as if supernaturally. Even in death, Ned 
provided for her. 
He continued to provide, every day... until today. Elaine's 
mind whirled with worry as she studied the vacant dirt of 
plot number 44. She lowered herself to the garden path, 
placing a hand on the plot's edging. 
She stared at the air as if it was a person. "Ned?" she tried. 
She didn't get an answer, but she did see a flicker. The 
vague impression of Ned's boots appeared in the soil 
and Elaine smiled at them. She sat, turning her smile 
to where she knew he was. 
"What is it?" she asked, picking up an abandoned trowel 
and tossing it between her hands. "Caught a bad case of 
Brown Thumb, have you?" 
She received no answer, but she hadn't expected one. She 
continued to flip the trowel before returning it to the plot. 
"Come now, Ned," she pried. "What is it? Tell me any 
way you can." 
She didn't get a response right away—only a flicker of 
him, letting her know he was still there. 
Eventually, he made a move. Waxy, white stems slid out 
of plot 44's soil, looking like skeleton fingers stretching to­
ward Elaine's torso. Elaine froze, watching them as they 
grew tall and long before curving off at the end, blossom­
ing into closed-off flowers. She studied them with a careful 
eye, noting their red centers and black-tipped petals. 
Recognition dawned on her. "Ghost plant," she 
identified it. 
Her correct answer earned her a flicker from Ned. 
Elaine stared at him—ghost that he was—for a moment, 
before turning her attention back to the flower. "Ghost 
plant," she repeated, realizing what he was trying to say. 
"Is that what's wrong? Are you upset about being a ghost?" 
Another flicker. The image of Ned was a bit clearer this 
time—a stronger glow. Elaine felt her heart grow heavy. 
"Oh, Ned," she whispered, reaching forward and cupping 
one of the blossoms in her hand. "Not a day goes by that I 
don't wish you were truly here with me. But all this?" 
She gestured to the magical expanse of plants that 
surrounded her. A world-famous garden, fit for a 
queen—even a goddess. A garden brought up by 
Ned's ghostly hands. 
"This is more than I could have ever asked for," Elaine 
continued, moving her fingers away from the blossoms 
and placing them in the dirt. "You are more than I could 
have ever asked for." 
She let her hand lie there for a moment, seeping into the 
soil, before pulling it out, leaving a distinct handprint. She 
waited, hoping he understood her intent. 
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He did. Another handprint formed itself next to hers— 
much larger and with thin fingers born for gardening. As 
Elaine watched, the white flecks of fertilizer in the dirt 
glowed with ghostly energy. That energy raced through 
the roots of the ghost plant and lit up each blossom with a 
spectral aura. A husband's mark next to his wife's. 
Elaine grinned, allowing her smile to crinkle every wrin­
kle in her face. She stood, her old bones creaking as she 
wiped her dirty hands on her apron. The soil stained the 
fabric with dark streaks. 
Sighing, she stretched out both hands—solid, real and liv­
ing for Ned to grasp. He'd provided for her all these years. 
Now it was her turn to provide for him. 
"C'mere, Ned," she whispered, and she didn't have to wait 
for him. She felt his cold, ghostly fingers intertwine with 
hers immediately. Together, their hands glowed white and 
they walked to the bench. 
She sat, and for the first time since losing him, he sat, too. 
Elaine could feel his presence grow stronger beside her, 
stronger than ever before. 
There was a flash, and then there he was. Fully formed and 
sitting next to her. His curly hair, his soft green eyes, and 
that endearing stubble on his chin. He looked as young as 
he had the day they'd met. 
Tears sprang to her eyes. She leaned into him. By any right, 
she should have slipped through him like the ghost he was. 
But she didn't. Instead, her head met his shoulder—cold, 
but definitely solid. As one, they sat through the duration 
of the sunset and into the dark expanses of the night. 
As darkness fell, Ned's ghostly glow became her 
only moonlight. 
By night's end, she was happy to join him. 
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off-kilter 
Tim Hudson 
Bathsheba's Tears 
Kamryn Koble 
The loneliness was a paring knife that scraped me clean 
until I was nothing more than the discarded rind of a 
fruit. That feeling of emptiness was most harrowing when 
I laid beside my husband at night and ignored the infinite 
number of miles between us. I felt a sense of duty to be 
perfect for him when he was home, combing and perfum­
ing my hair to earn even a moment of attention. He used 
to look at me as if I was born from the moon and hung 
the stars in the sky. 
The miles multiplied each time that blood revealed my 
failure. If a child could stay in my womb and keep me 
in his bed, perhaps he could see those stars in my eyes 
once more. And yet it condemned me to separation from 
him. He would take no food from my hand, lie anywhere 
my body touched, and I stood back to watch the expanse 
between us hurtle onward even if my feet never moved. 
He had already left to fight a battle he had not asked for 
when I was clean again. I could have spent his entire ab­
sence bridging the gap between us, offering outstretched 
arms weighed down by a child upon his return. But in­
stead, I spent that time alone and impure in his sight. 
When the tears of my womb finally dried night had fallen 
and wrapped me in its cloak of understanding. Each jar I 
had placed on the roof was full of rainwater, the tears of 
the moon fallen in order for me to be clean once more. 
I uncovered my hair and removed each pin until it spilled 
over my shoulders. I welcomed the cold night air against 
my body as the robes fell to my feet. It had been so long 
since I had seen my own skin, pale from my life trapped 
indoors ever awaiting his return. Pale skin he used to find 
lovely, a triumph to his devotion as a husband, pale skin 
that glowed like spoiled milk beneath the weeping moon. 
I reached for the first jar and welcomed the cold tears 
gliding over my body, for they would close the gap be­
tween my husband and me once more. 
Something pricked inside of me and I looked up, certain 
that my soldier had returned to me and remembered me 
as his wife. And yet my eyes met another man's, locked 
intently on mine from the gilded windows of the palace. I 
bowed my head so my hair would cover my body, and yet 
he watched me still from just a few steps away. 
When he called for me, I knew what he wanted. I was 
clean and lonely, and I succumbed to his wishes. "How 
beautiful you are, my darling," he whispered against my 
throat, even though I wasn't his. "Let me hear your voice, 
for your voice is sweet, and your face is lovely." 
His words turned my stomach, but I let his hand uncover 
me. "All night long in my bed," I began, my voice trem­
bling when his hand touched my skin, as warm as the 
light of day. "I looked for the one my heart loves, I looked 
for him, but I did not find him." 
"Let me be him," he replied, touching my hair as gently 
as if it was fine silk. "I will care for you. Tell me your 
heart's desires and I will give them to you." 
I told him with my hands and my hps and my body as 
he took me and filled my womb in the way my husband 
could not. He stopped the tears flowing from me and yet 
I had never seen so many miles separating us. 
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Joy 
Joseph Ford 
fourteen months 
Joy Gardner 
you have a daughter 
that doesn't know if 
she mattered to you. 
she heard of 
loved ones 
leaving their whispers 
behind: 
rubber ducks 
or pennies 
in odd 
places, 
letters, songs, video tapes 
a kiss goodnight after the child falls asleep. 
you had fourteen months and a hyperactive ten year old 
with the immortal beyond 
at her tiny fingertips 
tenfold that to 
stain her name on a 
creased 
napkin 
thirty-one 
thousand 
feet 
above 
the ground. 
in October, she scours the cobwebs from a hollow decade. 
ponders the photos 
the wheelchair 
the hospital visits 
you. 
the cancer has metastasized 
from your liver 
to her fortitude. 
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oxygen 
Jake Vriezelaar 
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Ekphrasis: Colored Ube 
Samuel Guinsatao 
Half of the ube bun miraculously vanished shortly after 
being set on the hotel table. Three white crumbs sprinkled 
the ribbed wooden surface of the table, fleeing the cata­
clysmic destruction of their soft, white, springy collective. 
Its spongy innards were a peculiar shade of mauve and 
beneath seeped a delicate layer of rice paste. The purple 
yam mochi appeared to be some sort of alien flesh oozing 
out of an ivory meteorite. To some picky white child, who 
protested the proposition of spinach and—Lord have mer­
cy—brussel sprouts, it would've been a violet abomination: 
A bona fide tear-jerking tantrum-inducing abomination. 
But in this case, sitting quite comfortably upon a slighdy 
crumpled circle of paper, the ube bun felt loved to the 
point of forsaken intimacy. The bun shied away from be­
ing seen, yet reveled in how the young man savored each 
bite of its plush outer crust. The young man tore through 
the royal purple dough, teeth gnashing through gobs of 
gelatinous white rice, heart thrashing excitedly as the ube 
particles exploded repeatedly along his tongue. 
It was that long-distance relationship where the two the 
young man and his precious purple yam bun—reunited 
under an overhead lamp, cloistered amongst suitcases in 
the corner of a suite. It was their first time meeting and 
yet the young man found himself enraptured by the bun, 
her sweetness, an old and familiar twinge that touched 
something deeper than nostalgia within himself. 
When the bun's ube soul rushed over his taste buds it 
evoked a new sense, a clear stairwell into his heretical 
blood. Some would call it a revelation, or perhaps it was 
the way the odd cellular structure of the bun had invad­
ed his bloodstream. Why had the bun come to him? It 
was to be consumed and enjoyed with utmost elation. He 
felt as if with each bite, he broke off a chunk of his emo­
tions—as if he were eating away at his moral compass, 
mistaking it for a donut. 
Curious. Why had he been so enthralled? 
Then, he remembered. 
He was Filipino-American. Yellow and White spun to­
gether to form the flesh around his lips, which had paused 
mid-chew. There was no point tearing himself apart over 
something like this, but the word "diversity" had finally 
begun to taste like something people made up. 
Three parts Pacific Islander and one part German. His 
grandmother was where he inherited most of his white­
ness ... and his height. Thank God, he wouldn't have to 
stand on tiptoe to kiss his girlfriend on the lips, when she 
finally came along. She'd be white, of course. She'd nev­
er think of how she might've had to bend over to let her 
boyfriend kiss her. She'd like eating purple yam buns 
even more than him, probably. 
Three parts full of ube and one-part empty of compla­
cency. He never really thought about racial prejudice, 
but he was constantly prejudiced towards color segre­
gation. Whites hung out with Whites and Yellows with 
Yellows. Where did he fit? That was something that de­
manded identity and sometimes it was a ruthless judge. 
He wished it'd give him a moment and listen to why he 
didn't really belong. 
And no, he wasn't completely Asian either. He 
shouldn't be lumped with people who spoke twice as 
many languages as he did. He couldn't even fake a 
good accent. He was bad at imitating the pure-blood­
ed, the pure-hearted. 
He was sorta American, sorta Filipino. Just Asian-ish. 
It was weird when people talked about race like it was 
a power or a curse. It wasn't. It was more like a ticket 
for specific rides and for some reason he'd been given 
only the stubs of both. 
He didn't have picky friends who wouldn't eat purple 
yam buns and preferred something culturally fitting 
like instant ramen. But he had friends who ate pur­
ple yam buns and asked him why ube was purple. He 
didn't know, so he made up stories to explain why. 
Why was he different? That story is still being written. 
He writes about it all the time. 
half the time, he wanted to come off as weird. God knew 
why he still had a plethora of social insecurities. 
He chewed. 
He wondered where purple fit into everything else and how 
it was his favorite before the yams were. 
Maybe it had to do with how he took things slowly and 
easy and carelessly. Purple came from those snails, right? 
But purple also came from other things, like yams: slightly 
sweet, slightly starchy, and in some cases slightly seductive. 
He wondered if it was because only a quarter of himself 
was blue and felt calm here and three quarters of him was 
red and in agony because the rest of him was on the other 
side of the globe. Was it possible to find oneself in turmoil 
and complacency in one place? 
Maybe being Filipino-American was why he was different 
and why he ate a bun to fill that hole. 
He didn't hate being who he was, but sometimes he 
liked to have a reason to say he was different. In fact, 
Unvarnished 
Mark Burnett 
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Mountain Mist 
Luke Holwerda 
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Winter Maker 
Benjamin Krapohl 
The path branches off a small side street, at a little cross­
roads that might almost be suburban. I know the houses 
drop off just blocks in almost every direction, though: 
there's no sky glow. No purple shine to blunt the con­
stellations. The night is thick as taffy, speared only by the 
stars and the few lances of light that rise from campus. 
Campus is behind us. She's wearing my hoodie, and her 
pixie cut doesn't quite reach the bunched hood piling 
around her shoulders. Her ears look cold, I can see their 
white tinging red, even in the dark. I can't feel my own 
ears. It can't be more than 30 degrees. The kind of cold 
that hurts when your shins touch your jeans. 
My stomach boils hot. She's brought a blanket, tucked 
under an arm, but it's not for warmth. That's what we're 
supposed to be, for each other. The blanket is to keep the 
dew and the grass out of her hair when she lays down in 
the path through the field and offers me a place beside 
her and watches me when I'm so close that her eyes are 
almost crossed. 
We pause at the crossroads, and she looks at me, and her 
blue eyes freckled green and gold are near black in the 
dark. This girl with no context but the bottle of painkill­
ers she swallowed at the end of high school and survived. 
I read so many books when I was young, that doesn't 
worry me now. Like it's not dodgy character develop­
ment. Like it's not telling real people like her something 
horrible when you leave it there, lazy deadly on the page. 
We turn to the path. But for some reason I pause and look 
down the dead-end street that leads to it, and I really look 
at it. Normally I look at her. But this is like looking at a 
black wall. One-story houses on either side, trees bowed 
bent low, and bare under the taffy sky. Then just black. 
I can't quite breathe. 
I've done this almost every night since I came to college. 
Stood here, gravel cracking under my feet, under her 
boots that she always wears, the kind you zip up. 
She notices me stopping, moves close beside me, grips 
one of my hands in one of hers, the one not busy with 
the blanket. Our fingers are cold enough to clatter. 
"What's wrong?" 
"I don't know," I say. 
"Don't you trust me?" 
"Yes." 
"Remember," she whispers in my ear, "I gave you the stars." 
II 
It was maybe a week after I met her when we first came 
to the path. When it was warm enough that I could feel 
her fingers when she wove them in mine. When her teeth 
only clattered from the way she shook during a panic 
attack, and I learned not to touch her knees. 
I knew what her teeth felt like in my mouth before I knew 
her middle name. I knew people watched us, on campus, 
but I could forget that, in some way. She always com-
manded my attention, totally, absolutely. But one time 
when she took me to the path, winding through the field, 
I saw deer watch us from the dark, eyes almost-green 
glimmers in the shine of my phone. 
We watched the stars as we laid in the path, and I ad­
mitted I couldn't see many. She gasped, like this was the 
worst thing I'd ever told her. 
"You've given so much to me," she said, like she was ev­
ery manic love interest in every book I'd ever read. "Let 
me give this to you." 
So she took off her glasses and poked their stems behind 
my ears and pressed them onto my nose, and then I looked 
up. All my life I had seen stars—distant street lights, 
flashlights, and tail lights, all of them—as bursts, gleams 
stretched into crossed beams, stretched into four points like 
a cartoon Christmas star. But now the stars were sharp, 
and they were legion, and she laughed as she pointed me 
toward the dark. I was transfixed, like someone had fired 
white arrows through the thick night and straight into my 
eyes and sent me to heaven then and there. 
And then she pulled off the glasses and kissed me, ending 
the story I was about to tell about my mom showing me 
the constellations before I could start it. 
And if I had told that story, I might have remembered 
my mom that night. I might have put myself in a big­
ger context than a looming divorce or a grand escape. 
I might have thought about how foreign I would find 
myself in a day, or a week, or a month if I stayed on 
this path. But I didn't. 
I forgot about futures the moment I held her: warm, 
close, immediate. And so that night and many 
nights—whenever she asked—I gave her things from 
myself I didn't understand. Like I was Esau, like I 
was starving. 
And the weather turned cold, and she held me closer, 
and Orion hunted above. 
Ill 
They say Orion is one of the brightest constellations in the 
night sky. He's visible throughout the world, depending on 
the season, so he's got dozens of names and stories. 
In the Rig Veda, he's Mriga, the Deer. Or perhaps more 
accurately, he's a whole hunting scene. The splayed, 
bright outer stars are hunting dogs, one dim star in the 
midst of it all is the hunter, and what we know as the Belt 
is the Deer itself, about to be torn into and killed. 
The Ojibwa Native Americans call him Kabibona'kan: 
the Winter Maker, as he rises in the Northern Hemi­
sphere in late fall, bringing with him the cold. 
We borrow from the Greeks, who knew Orion as the 
great hunter—a giant who, in the rapture of his craft, 
once swore he would slay every animal alive. The earth 
raged black as soil at the claim and summoned a mon­
strous Scorpion to hunt the hunter. It killed him. 
The goddesses who hunted alongside Orion, however, 
begged Zeus to place him forever among the stars. Zeus 
obliged, and added the Scorpion as well as a memorial to 
the hunter's end. Even in this celestial form, though, they 
chase each other across the sky. 
But October through February the great Scorpion lies 
somewhere beneath the horizon, and Orion bends his 
bow, and the dogs devour the deer. 
IV 
Once in high school, I had a dream that the whole world 
was shaded suburban backyards. Maybe there were 
crossed streets somewhere, but I had no stake in that. All I 
knew were cool swimming pools, glass under weeping wil­
lows, and the gentle green fireworks of moss that decorate 
the cross-beams of wooden swing sets and crooked fences. 
I jumped those fences and wove through the quiet, and 
I searched for something, though I wasn't in a hurry. 
The journey might have been half an hour, it might 
have been a season. I slept in hammocks and talked 
with fireflies. 
And finally, I found it—I knew it as soon as I saw it that 
the journey was over. A shaggy deer bounded out from 
behind a plastic slide, surprising me. I laughed, and I 
filled my lungs with wonder. 
It was bright and warm and textured, like gold-leaf 
script, like honey, like magma, like a painted sun. And in 
my dream, I gasped, and I played with it like I was five 
years old, and it was the god of golden retrievers. 
V 
"I had a dream you raped me," she tells me. 
"Oh," I say. 
The light in the gas station is a synthetic sort of warm, 
pulling out all the yellows in the off-white booth we're 
sitting in. The blackness of pre-dawn presses against the 
window. There's nothing on the table but a Pepsi that's 
a few sips shy of full and a pack of sour straw candies. 
"I don't hold it against you, of course." She pulls a straw 
out of the package. Her fingers twitch on the pink grist, 
dusting some of it onto the table. 
I reach for the Pepsi; I haven't slept in days. "Thanks." 
I'm not sure if that's what I'm supposed to say. 
"It'll just—" She pauses, twisting the straw into a knot. 
The soda machine hums across the narrow aisle. "It will 
be kind of hard to be around you for a litde while." 
I take a drink. "Okay." 
"Do you want to hear about it?" 
I swallow, watch the sour straw as she pushes it into the 
corner of her mouth. "No," I tell her. 
She takes a bite. Chews, and watches me, and at this 
point I have to meet her eyes. I'm nailed to the bench by 
the dark green blotches in her left iris. 
She calls them a constellation. She gives me the stars. 
She swallows. "I think you should know about it." 
There's hard certainty in her voice, and there's some 
relief in knowing that at least one of us is sure of some­
thing. So I don't fight. 
"Okay," I say. 
And so she starts to tell me. 
"You laid hands on me," she says. 
Another sour straw. 
"I've never felt so dirty," she says. 
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I swear she never looks away. Never blinks. 
I listen to the soda machine. 
VI 
I can't hear anything wrong, but I know something is. 
She's still gripping my hand, so I let her lead me through 
the black wall. The field opens before us, the path cutting 
through. Somewhere in the distance it looks like it con­
nects with another small, not-quite neighborhood. But 
we never go back that far. 
Tonight we do what we always do, and we stop right in 
the middle of the path, where it's darkest. Where thick 
black towers of trees cut swaths out of my sight, visible 
only as outlines of stars. I can't see any deer tonight. 
I've learned not to trust my weak starburst sight, but 
there's something else. Something unplaceable. Some­
thing nameless. I peer so hard into the night that phan­
tom colors blossom in my eyes. 
It's totally still, no cold wind to move the field or carve 
through my coat. That means no sound, except her zip-
up boots, my disintegrating sneakers, and the way my 
cold breath rattles through my head. 
She's just spread out the blanket when I realize there's 
something in the motionless air. I taste it before I smell it. 
It's thick, heavy, organic, pungent. Curdled, somehow, 
like ricotta cheese. 
The hair stands up on the back of my neck. My blood's 
cold static. 
"Can we go?" I say. 
She's laying back on the blanket, pulling at my arm. 
"Hey, it's okay," she says. "Come here." 
"No," I say, even as I let myself be pulled down beside 
her. She nesdes into my side, cold as a corpse. I stare at 
the tall grass just past her. "Don't you smell that?" 
She cocks her head a bit, pixie cut splaying across the 
blades just above her head. "No? Just lay down." There's 
a hint of annoyance in her voice. She moves to kiss me 
but I just keep watching the dark and I don't meet her 
mouth with mine. 
The smell fills my head, now, and something deep inside 
me rises up to meet it. Then I know with wordless, ani­
mal certainty that something has died in this field. 
I blink and feel my heart pulse and twitch in my chest as 
she pulls away, staring at me. 
Something rusdes in the grass, but she doesn't seem to 
acknowledge it. 
"Lay down." 
My mind isn't working the way it usually does. It's doing 
something odd. 
I don't care about college or books or love or meaning. 
I understand the prayers of deer. I care only about the 
blessed union between my skin and flesh and bones and 
about the unholy smell of death. 
That might be why I say, "no," to her again, and for 
the first time I mean it. That might be why I walk back 
through the path, and out the black wall, and at least for 
a moment, nothing she says can fell me. 
Five Million Trees 
Tim Hudson 
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broken seashells of indiana frost is hesitant now. homes of long-gone 
Rinnah Shaw sea dwellers rest among dead hydrangeas, 
landlocked and lost in winter grays. 
coral is hard to come by but the sun 
filters through day's end as if 
blue here is thick as water, 
as if we breathe all but air. 
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The Journey 
Bree Bailey 
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Sunday, 9:54 AM his fingers drum the steering wheel 
Joy Gardner worn by a decade of turns and straight lines 
and greasy McDonald's fries. 
a red light—his hands 
fasten the finest striped tie 
that Goodwill could provide 
about his withered neck, 
he practices hi's and goodbye's, 
holds a wooden pipe. 
tobacco coats his throat— 
it invades like the sunshine 
that carves wrinkles in his eyes. 
he licks chapped lips; 
blinker clicks—he arrives, 
stainless snow becomes grime 
beneath the shuffling feet of 
inky suits in stride 
to hear of the divine. 
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from the rooftop 
Jake Vriezelaar 
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Nighthawks 
Sarah Gorman 
Delia's fingers were numb. 
Her whole body was numb. Her heart—her soul—had a 
vaguely pleasant softness to it. A buzz of warmth had en­
veloped her core, but not the rest of her. Her feet were red 
and sore from being stuffed into her scarlet heels. Those 
heels now hung loosely from her toes as she wound her 
ankles around the bar stool, feeling the cold metal on her 
exposed skin. 
Perhaps it was the coffee she'd drank. Perhaps it was her 
dress, which she had been wearing for far too long. Either 
way, Delia felt as if she was experiencing her surroundings 
as if through a cloud of kitchen steam, the hot, muggy 
sensation just present enough to make her sleepy and out 
of step with the rest of reality. 
She studied her nails. Her red polish had chipped. When 
had that happened? Delia didn't know, but the more she 
stared at them, the more perturbed she got. She'd just 
painted her nails before she'd left for the evening. The 
polish couldn't even stay on for one lousy night? Oh, and 
look—what remained of her red lipstick was coming off on 
the rim of her coffee mug. 
Delia sighed. In her fuzzy, slow state, she wasn't even sure 
why she cared. It wasn't like it had been that memorable 
of a night. James couldn't seem to meet her gaze, let alone 
dance with her at all. He'd been nice enough when he'd 
asked her out, but if Delia had known what a stick in the 
mud he was, she would have saved herself some time— 
and some nail polish. 
He wasn't even looking at her now. Their server was bus­
tling around on the opposite side of the counter, cleaning 
glasses and brewing more coffee, and James watched his 
every move. The server seemed to notice, pausing every so 
often in case James wanted to engage. He didn't, of course. 
God forbid he talk to anyone. No, the man was in his own 
little world, staring off into nothingness from underneath 
the brim of his fedora. Even with a full night of dancing 
and a cup of coffee in her, Delia could not match James' 
level of out of it. He stared as if unseeing and uncaring 
and Delia couldn't help but care, even if that caring meant 
vague annoyance. A hint of annoyance with a heavy dose 
boredom. That was her. 
A conversation might shake things up a bit, but Delia 
couldn't bring herself to start one. James' silence was 
otherworldly, and it wasn't just the two of them and the 
server—another man sat kiddy-corner to them, sipping 
at his coffee in periodic, almost clockwork intervals. He 
didn't stare off into space like James. No, he stared at his 
coffee exclusively. Delia had made a show of flipping her 
ginger hair not long ago and he hadn't even looked up. 
Whatever was happening in his coffee foam, it must be 
very interesting. 
More interesting than her nails. Delia let her hands drop 
back to the counter. Instead of looking to James, or the 
server, or even the other man, she looked out the win­
dow, listening to the soft clinks of glasses as the server 
wiped them dry and a hint of jazz wafted through the 
air. These were the only sounds in the whole diner—the 
whole street, even, or so Delia guessed. The only light out 
there was the spillover from the strong, yellow glow of the 
diner's overhead bulbs and the diner itself was the only 
business open as far as Delia could see. It was that hour in 
the night where one saw their everyday environment evac­
uated for once—empty, and shrouded in shadow, just for 
a small span of time. A ghost town that belonged to her 
if she wished, as who was to stop her, besides James and 
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these other two? The stars were her only other witness. 
Delia felt the sudden urge to slide off her barstool and stare 
at those very stars, to stroll through the dark streets with 
James' coat around her shoulders like a blanket. Maybe 
she would be a bit chilled. Maybe she would swing from 
the dim lamp posts with bare feet, her heels clutched in one 
hand as she spun and spun and spun... 
It was a nice thought. A nice dream—even plausible, and 
yet, Delia couldn't seem to convince her muddled brain to 
give it a try. It was as if all she truly knew was this diner, 
this litde cup of coffee, and her favorite red dress, because 
what else in the world could she possibly have a grasp on? 
Everything else was elusive and this place, this time, this 
her was constant. This diner would be here, its lights on 
and the coffee steaming, for all eternity, because Delia 
couldn't imagine it not being so. What would this corner 
be without it? Where would she be instead? Home, in bed? 
In a park, with a version of James that actually knew the 
color of her eyes? Maybe alone, standing on a dark, empty 
street corner and wondering why she felt there should be 
something here. 
Smoke filled her nostrils suddenly. Delia didn't even need to 
look to know James had lit a cigarette. She considered ask­
ing for one but thought better of it. The last thing he need­
ed was to feel like he did something for her, which tonight, 
he certainly hadn't. Instead, she focused on the glass of the 
diner's large windows and the shadows beyond, studying 
their dark shapes as if waiting for one to move, to become 
something. A man to emerge from them, or to disappear 
among them, cloaked in the night. This other man could 
certainly do it. He had a sturdy quiet to him that made 
Delia think he could come and go as silendy and as myste­
riously as he wished. She had half a mind to go and speak 
with him, but once more, her brain couldn't latch onto any 
idea to execute. Her imagination was free, but she herself 
was not. She remained in a haze not unlike the cigarette 
smoke curling from James' fingers in small tendrils. In her 
mind's eye, she could roam, but in person, she could only 
rub her ankles against the bar stool, the constant bite of 
cold metal keeping her grounded in reality. 
There was another reason Delia felt as if she shouldn't talk 
to the other man. She couldn't quite place it, but while 
their server had a cheery movement to him, a small smile 
on his tired, but satisfied face, the other man emulated the 
opposite. The unknown that shrouded him both intrigued 
Delia and made her wary, drawing on much more base 
instincts. She felt justified in comparing him to the shadows 
outside, the darkness that was cast among the brownstones 
and only brushed by the light from inside the diner. The 
man seemed to belong to that darkness, not the fluores­
cent bulbs, and while in Delia's dreams she could roam the 
night streets in freedom, in reality, this time was likely far 
more cruel than magical. The ungodly hours could destroy 
a dreamer just as easily as it could enchant one. 
Delia found herself suddenly glad James was here, despite 
his vacancy. At least he was known to her, and while she 
could do with a bit of mystery now and then... perhaps it 
would be best if she did without. In fact, perhaps it would 
be best if she didn't frequent this hour of the night at all, 
but of all the unrealistic things she'd thought of on this 
stool, that was the most unrealistic of all. The fiery spirit in 
her chest, however fuzzy it may be now, was drawn to this 
place, this time, this odd danger and intrigue like a moth 
to the flame. 
As James stirred, paying for their drinks, this was Delia's 
final thought. As the two left, quietly arm in arm, Delia 
knew her red heels would walk these tiles again. 
For better or worse, she'd return. 
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The Balancing Act 
Kelsea Denney 
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Venice 
Luke Holwerda 
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brother brother 
Megan Herrema >'ou have wounded me 
my comrade 
co-conspirator 
kin 
you have broken our allegiance 
or 
somewhere between 
frolicking in the bath as 
toddlers and that humid 
August Sunday in the 
plaid armchairs 
I lost sight of who you were. 
Where did the 
pirate who would sail the 
perilous seas with me 
wander 
when he outgrew the tiller 
in the hollow of two 
plaid armchairs 
pushed together? 
maybe you changed 
when we stopped 
resting our rumps on 
dollar-store step-stools, 
backs against the under-sink 
cabinets and called our 
meetings "brother-sister time" 
or when the tire swing in the 
neighbor's maple forest 
fell and the path grew over 
because our feet no longer 
trampled down debris 
or when you got your 
license and spent hours 
with your school friend 
on his cow farm 
urinating on electric fences to 
demonstrate your bravery 
—or just bravado 
could I have changed anything? 
I always knew you would 
date before I did 
and the first time I met her 
navy sweater topping 
floral dress above 
unfathomably tiny shoes, 
she smiled demurely 
I thought you had good taste 
and if 
gradually 
she should sequester 
my kin-place 
I would yield for the success of 
your shared venture, brother 
and when our parents called a 
meeting 
sat us down in the same 
now upholstered in 
more subde beige 
I thought once again 
plaid armchairs where 
we once manned 
the rigging 
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but you 
my brother 
still unmarried and thus mine 
you spoke first 
nephew 
they say right now you're only 
grapefruit-sized 
but I see you nestled in the 
hollow of my arm 
your stockinged feet 
might barely brush my thigh 
as I sit cross-legged in the 
plaid armchair 
—now subtle beige 
your five fingers 
like ferns not yet 
unfurled 
encompass one of mine 
as we man the tiller and 
navigate by stars 
I suppose we can let 
him 
mind the oars 
we d face whatever peril 
side by side 
—unpaid mortgage 
maybe cancer 
or divorce— 
I hope you have a 
strong grip 

Tangere - John 20:17 
Conner Flowe 
Often, I hear talk of trees in forests; 
Questions of sound and sight follow. 
— even if I never tell a soul, 
I'd rather touch that tree 
Than imagine the shape of its leaves. 
But the wilderness is just that; 
I'm afraid 
you won't find me there. 
See, I never learned her language: 
The syntax of substance; 
The agreement of eyes; 
Conjugation sine age; 
The morpheme: touch. 
Icannotma 
keasound 
Notre Dame 
Luke Holwerda 
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Cabbage Fileds Have No Echo 
Alexis Harris 
The cabbage fields of Meerbusch, Germany are at peace. 
Black asphalt roads slice a neat 'V' shape around the field, 
but the cabbage is undisturbed as the cars whisk by with 
oblivious vigor. The cabbages' chloroplast bodies rustling 
only for the bleak summer wind. 
A thin blacktop walking path weaves its way kindly through 
the field to meet the small bridge leading to the Rhein River. 
Three dogs pull Dad forward with enthusiastic stamina. He 
grips the tan leather leashes with steadfast relentlessness as 
if to claim the control he does not have. His face glistens in 
the midday sun as he turns to look at the small, white stuc­
co farmhouse nesded at the edge of the field and in front 
of a dauntingly normal forest. Carmen walks next to him 
holding little eco-friendly grey bags now filled with the dogs' 
poop. Her shoulder-length brown hair is tied back to the 
nape of her neck. Little Jack rides up behind me on his new 
polished crimson 'fighting fast' bike. His floppy brown locks 
bounce on his saturated forehead as he pushes the pedals to 
their wit's end; with puzzle piece teeth, he looks up at me 
through deep brown eyes as he passes by and laughs. 
"I winning!" he gloats. 
Between the release of exasperated breaths, beads of sweat, 
and innocent giggles there are no echoes. The wind is a 
subde breeze that brings more parched air from the west. 
I wonder who else walks this path on a vibrant 4th of July 
with their family in Germany. Did anyone know the signifi­
cance of the 4th of July? There will be no grand celebration 
of American independence in Germany tonight. We cannot 
fire off flamboyant botde rockets of our own. They are il­
legal; so, we simply take a walk to the Rhein River. It is an 
eight-mile hike, most of it through a cabbage field. 
Before today, I was unaware cabbage fields existed. I have 
always attributed their existence to being a grocery store 
item; not a leafy bloom with a magnificent mosaic of dif­
fering greens with hues of purple. Through their montage 
of colors, youthful lime green pigmented heads cradle oc­
casional flecks of purple as they sit small on the russet soil, 
so inexperienced. A head over, the soothing juniper colored 
cabbage grows proud and intrusive on other leaves blossom­
ing nearby as its own prominent strokes of lavender confirm 
its mature wisdom. The expansive sea of cabbage whispers 
in the dry breeze as if to argue that it is not just another 
form of lettuce. The most pristine heads are balled up in the 
middle with proud protruding veins on each delicate leaf. 
Their lovely proclamation of fife would make any lettuce 
head envious. 
Watching the cabbage rest, the urge to run into it and grab 
a leaf, simply to try it, enters my mind. I have never tasted 
cabbage before. I imagine it is like lettuce, maybe with har­
dier crunch. I assume anything that is green with leaves is 
made of water and crunches when you taste it. But I con­
tinue to walk on with my family, keeping up with their quick 
paces. The patter of shoes and speeding cars swallow us, 
separating us from the cabbage patch-though we are more 
inside of it than we will ever be. Blossoming blooms burst 
in my peripheral, sending the simple reminder that they are 
over there. That I am here. 
I am unbothered walking through the field. Quite happy 
to be far away from my responsibilities. It isn't a national 
holiday in Germany. It is just the fourth day of July. There 
is no pressure to be happy. All I do is walk through a cab­
bage field on steaming blacktop listening to Jack's jovial 
yelps, Dad's displaced comments, the dog's subde sniffs, and 
the wind rustling the cabbage patch. The cabbage fields in 
Meerbusch are at peace; no one holds them to a standard. 
Cabbage is simply cabbage and I am just a girl realizing 
cabbage fields exist. 
To Josiah: The Youthful King I hope these words find you 
Conner Flowe peacefully 
At home. I packed them tighdy, but 
They tend 
To move around the point of my pen 
Regardless. Pressing Matters only sends 
Him slower to you on vehicles men 
Have driven often - some deceitfully. 
I'm sorry. Honesty doesn't come 
Easily — nor poetry. I've lied 
About time and roads I never took. 
About time and roads I never took. 
And so I'll write an honest poem; and from 
My shoes these feet remove — filthy, 
washed, dried. 
You blessed me with a towel and water 
And now a ragamuffin blessing I 
Return: 
May all your plans be thwarted 
And every want be wanting. May you cry 
And dance, in loving poverty contorted. 
May he see and run to you -
Abba, Father. 
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t h e  A R T I S T S  
Megan Alms 
Megan Alms is a Professional Writing major and a native to Indiana's cornfields. She is 
a strong believer in the power of authentic art and warm chocolate chip cookies. 
Bree Bailey 
Bree Bailey is a sophomore Orphans and Vulnerable Children major. She believes 
that art conveys a vulnerable and complex side of humanity that is not easily shared 
in everyday conversation. Scripture begins by describing God's creativity and as she is 
daily surrounded by His beautiful work she cannot help but be drawn to create as well. 
Hope Bolinger 
Hope Bolinger is a literary agent and a Professional Writing major at Taylor University. 
More than 250 of her works have been featured in various publications. She is excited 
about the release of her YA novel, "Den," published by Lighthouse Publishing of the 
Carolinas. It comes out June 3, 2019. 
Mark Burnett 
Mark Burnett is a senior Photography major at Taylor. He has spent more than half of 
his life in Germany. For him, photography is a way to express imagination, putting it on 
display for the world to see. Pictures capture moments and preserve them for eternity. 
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Sarah Davis 
Sarah M. Davis, a junior English major, hails from Wisconsin, but the list of places she 
calls home continues to grow. Sarah loves golden hour, wandering through museums 
and galleries, the moon, and anything that can make her cry laughing. She can almost 
always be found drinking tea. 
Kelsea Denney 
Kelsea Denney is a junior Film & Media Production major with a Creative Writing 
minor, and is a cotton candy ice cream connoisseur. She cleans when she's stressed. Oh, 
and ask her about E Scott Fitzgerald; she dares you. 
Autumn Dominique 
Autumn Dominique is a junior Psychology major and TESOL minor from Wau-
seon, Ohio. Her biggest passions are music, traveling, dancing, and learning about 
other cultures. 
Conner Flowe 
Conner Flowe and his friend Jon like to write poetry sometimes. 
Joseph Ford 
Joseph Ford is a sophomore Film major from Fairfax, Virginia. He enjoys ideas, and he 
prefers if he has them before anyone else. 
Joy Gardner 
Joy Gardner was born and raised in Florida and somehow found herself in the Upland 
cornfields eighteen years later. She is the youngest of seven kids, which naturally means 
that she has six wise friends to summon in times of need. Joy also spent her childhood 
befriending iguanas and ducks, reading, daydreaming, and writing—it is no wonder 
that she majors in Creative Writing. 
Sarah Gorman 
Sarah Gorman is an award-winning novelist and screenwriter, having received recog­
nition for her novels, screenplays, flash fiction, short stories, essays, and portfolio work. 
While she enjoys writing in all forms, she especially loves being able to share meaning­
ful fiction and she's extremely excited to be a part of this year's collection of writers. 
Alongside her literary writing, Sarah interned on the award-winning show Ready Jet 
Go! for PBS Kids and is excited to pursue a career and an MA in screenwriting for 
television. She'd like to thank her loving family for always supporting her in her artistic 
endeavors—no matter how lofty. 
Jaci Gorrell 
Jaci Gorrell is a senior Professional Writing major with a passion for telling compelling 
stories that highlight needed truth and help us pursue union with Jesus Christ. In her free 
time, she enjoys reading, painting, and drinking coffee (preferably all three in one day). 
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Samuel Guinsatao 
Sam Guinsatao is a Professional Writing Major somehow surviving his junior year. He 
enjoys delving into character-focused stories and creating odd situations where the ta­
boo is accepted with a casual shrug. Sam enjoys reading, watching anime, eating salad, 
playing Dungeons & Dragons, and talking weird hypotheticals. He dislikes polo shirts, 
grape tomatoes, being interrupted while experiencing a good story, Hallmark movies, 
and his illegible handwriting. Also, he has a wooden fish named "Morgan le Fish." 
Alexis Harris 
Alexis Harris is a junior English Creative Writing major focusing on creative nonfiction 
and fiction writing. She began writing seriously two years ago and has been dedicated 
to the craft since. Her writing emphasizes the beauty of everyday moments and their 
impact in peoples' lives. 
Megan Herrema 
Megan Herrema is a senior English/Systems major from Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
She loves blue whales and bumblebees, secondhand stores and farmer's markets, 
dancing and other miracles of embodiment. Her after-college plans are indeter­
minate, but will include open windows, cooking as therapy, and not taking herself 
too seriously. 
Luke Holwerda 
Luke Holwerda is a freshman Art major and soccer player from Batavia, Illinois. He 
loves drawing and watercolor painting best and has done both his whole life. He tends 
to paint the natural world around him as it inspires him most and is always revealing 
God in the coolest ways. 
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Tim Hudson 
Tim Hudson is a sophomore Film major who takes photos. He takes inspiration from 
people who take good photos. 
Jon Kelley 
Jon Kelley is a senior Exercise Science major studying to become a physical therapist. 
His hobbies include playing guitar and amateur photography. Striving to remain aware 
of the beauty in the world, he finds these pursuits excellent forms by which to self-ex­
press and discover. 
Kamryn Koble 
Kamryn Koble is a freshman Professional Writing major with a minor in Creative 
Writing. She is an intern for her local museum and works in the English and Modern 
Languages Department at Taylor University. Her interests include theater, reading and 
writing, Myers-Briggs, and bullet journaling. 
Benjamin Krapohl 
Ben Krapohl is a recent graduate from Taylor, where he served as a peace child be­
tween the Professional Writing and Creative Writing departments. His goal in writing 
is to get suplexed by the truth as often as possible. His weakness is his tendency to weep 
in reverent awe at the very concept of deer. 
Kyrie Lewis 
Kyrie Lewis is a freshman Art Education major who enjoys expressing her delight in 
creativity and detail by crafting intricate and sarcastic pieces of art and writing. She loves 
it when people say her name correctly (Keer-ee-ay rhymes with clear-the-way) but is very 
forgiving as she can't quite say it the right way herself Her poem, "Blue Dinosaurs," is a 
satirical stream-of-consciousness poem created as a playful jab at ridiculous poems that 
have very little or no meaning. This particular piece is dedicated to Analiese Helms. 
Jon Meharg 
Jon Meharg and his friend Conner like to write poetry sometimes. 
Emily Pawlowski 
Emily Pawlowski is a sophomore Professional Writing major from Logansport, Indiana. 
She enjoys experimental storytelling and all things strange. She hopes to encourage 
both with a career in editing. 
Rinnah Shaw 
Rinnah Shaw is a sophomore working on her double major in Creative Writing and 
Illustration. Her ultimate passion is telling stories, and she aspires to become a graphic 
novelist or an animator someday. When she is not illustrating away in Metcalf, you can 
probably find her brewing various hot drinks, laughing with her roommate, and loving 
on her beautiful family and two (very dumb) dogs. 
Kendra Smalley 
Kendra Smalley is a senior English major from northern Illinois. She enjoys hik­
ing through nature, working in the Ringenberg Archives, and adding to her col­
lection of books. 
Jake Vriezelaar 
Jake Vriezelaar is an artist from the small, industrial town of Oregon, Ohio. He is 
moved by stories that are inclusive and inspire hope. While filmmaking is his favorite 
artistic expression, he is also passionate about design, writing, photography, music and 
fashion. He strives to never lose a sense of wonder about life or the people who make 
it beautiful. 
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